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3. PREAMBLE TO THE DESCRIPTION
COMPLETE
Following specification particularly describes the invention and the manner in which
it is to be performed.

4. DESCRIPTION.
Technical field of invention:
The invention relates generally to a spectacle having in built periscope. More
specifically this invention relates to a device for viewing the object through different
angle of lines of sight.

Prior art:
The well known periscopes are generally used in order to overcome obstruction in
the sight of vision and to facilitate a proper viewing with parallel beam of light rays.
They have applications in submarines, in battlefields where objects above, behind
having obstruction in direct viewing, are to be observed without physically changing
the viewers’ position. Periscopes have also applications in aquatic games where
objects above water level or below are to be seen. Generally all such periscopes are
bulky and designed for parallel rays of light generally having two reflectors for
composing a true image. It is known that the view angle of a human eye is limited
and whenever one desires to see object or events not exactly in alignment with the
eye, one has to bend or turn the eye ball and/ or the neck. In many situations while
lying in supine position it becomes uncomfortable, impossible or undesirable to bend
the neck to observe events occurring in horizontal direction for bed ridden patients,
solders in the field lying in supine position for security reasons, bay-watchers lying
in supine position desire to enjoy scenery and more so for star gazers in standing or
erect position desiring to observe stars or objects directly above the head and
especially when one desires to studying written or printed materials in supine
position, it becomes physiologically tiresome to keep the neck and hands typically in
lifted posture. There has been a long felt need to provide a solution to all such
problems, where for either for comforts or security reasons, the view need to be

reflected, without distortion, by another angle. A new spectacle for viewing or
reflecting the view between 60 to 120 degree angles comprises a device for reflecting
object or event specifically by 90 degree angle but generally by extended angle with
a perception of a true image. The device comprises an enclosure with pair of mirror
mounted on back plates on hinged like mechanism or coupling or provision for
attachment, or to be an integral part of a spectacle, meant for attaching to any mask,
binocular, camera or any external optical wear. The said enclosure comprises object
mirror disposed in front of window opening facing the objects and eye mirror
disposed in front of another window opening meant for viewing by eyes. The said
window openings are generally placed at a designed angle by means of the hinge.
The angle between the said object reflector or mirror and object or scenery as well as
the angle between and said eye reflector or mirror are designed so as to reflect the
incoming light rays from the object thereby bending them generally through disired
angle and further in this process the light coming from the objects reflected twice
thereby creating a true perception of image aligned with the line of sight of eyes.
When the periscope is viewed through the said eye mirror window opening, the user
can observe true vision of events perpendicular to the line of sight of the eye. The
proposed compact and light weight periscopic spectacle for viewing the objects
through different angle provides a simple solution to problems referred herein.

Object:
The primary object of this invention is to provide an spectacle having in built
periscope for viewing through different angles of sight.
Other objects, features and advantages will become apparent from detail description
and appended claims.

STATEMENT:
Following specification provides a novel periscopic spectacle for viewing object at
different angle comprises a device for reflecting object or view generally by different
line of sight angle with a perception of a true image and an enclosure means with
coupling for attachment or to be an integral part of any mask, binocular, camera or
any optical devices or external eye wear and means to protect means to avoid
unwanted stray light from entering inside the device and comprises mirrors or
reflector, hereinafter referred to as reflector, means object reflectors disposed in front
of window openings means for accepting the light rays from the object or view under
observation and placed at a typical angle means with respect to the incoming light
rays means reflecting the said light on eye reflectors disposed in front of another
window opening means for receiving the said rays of light reflected from the said
object reflectors and the said eye reflectors is placed at a typical angle means to
reflect the said rays of light from the said object reflectors means coming from the
object or event under observation for viewing by the user and the said window
openings means object window opening and eye window openings generally placed
at a desired angle means to facilitate unobstructed means desired angled path for the
said rays of light coming from the object or event under observation and further the
angle, means between the said reflectors means between the said object reflectors and
said eye reflectors, is designed means to reflect the incoming light ray from the
object, means by the combines action of the said reflectors, for bending them
generally through desired angle and further the said light rays coming from the
objects first reflect over the said object reflector means thereby bending them in the
direction towards the said eye reflector means for further reflecting the said light rays
means towards the eyes of the observer, and further thus means the said light rays
coming from the object or event thus reflects twice means first over the said object
reflector and then over the said eye reflectors thereby composing or creating a true

perception of object image and thereby when the periscope is viewed through the eye
reflector window opening, the user can see events in the desired angle to the line of
sight of the eye and alternatively means the said eye reflectors may further consist of
a mechanism means adjustable arrangement means for changing the reflecting or
bending angle means other angles, of the object or view. This has heretofore not
been achievable with prior periscopic spectacle and so the periscope for viewing
through desired angle under disclosure provided in accordance with the present
invention solves a long-felt need in the art for periscopic spectacle which have a
simple construction and light weight and eliminates the need for bending neck and/or
eye sockets to view object or event at other angle to the line of sight thereby
rendering them very convenient and useful for patients who have to lie in supine
position, solders in the field who have to lie in supine position for security reasons,
bay-watchers lying in supine position desire to see events occurring in horizontal
direction; star gazers in standing or erect posture desire to see things directly above
and for user to study written or printed material in supine position and many other
situations.
These and other advantages will be more readily understood by referring to the
following detailed description for a typical periscopic spectacle for viewing through
different desired angles disclosed herein with reference to the accompanying
drawings and which are generally applicable to other devices to fulfill particular
application illustrated hereinafter.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWING:
The invention is described by way of example with reference to the following
drawings
Sheet 1 of 2 Figure-1A is of the internal parts and their assembly of the periscopic
spectacle for viewing through desired angle including 90 degree angle provided in
accordance with the present invention.
Sheet 1 of 2 Figure-1B is a side elevation of the periscopic spectacle for viewing
provided in accordance with the present invention.
Sheet 1 of 2 Figure-1C is another side view of the periscopic spectacle for viewing
provided in accordance with the present invention.
Sheet 1 of 2 Figure-1D is a bottom view of the periscopic spectacle for viewing
provided in accordance with the present invention.
Sheet 2 of 2 Figure-2 is the enlarge elevation view of the internal parts and their
assembly of the periscopic spectacle.

Detailed description:
Referring now to the drawings wherein like reference numerical refers to like
elements, Figure-1A shows a internal parts and their assembly of the said periscopic
spectacle for viewing through various angle adjustable typically from 120 to 60
degrees and normally through 90 degrees comprises an enclosure 6 to which ear
supports 15 are attached through hinges 14 and having full opening on base-plate 5
and 3 sides respectively. It further comprises an eye mirror 1 mounted on a base plate
3. Base plate 3 is attached to the side of the enclosure 6 by hinges 8 so as to swivel.
The base plate 3 has an opening 4 through which light A can enter in the enclosure 6.
Generally to the side edge of the base plate 3 at its centre a hinge 9 is provided. To
this hinge 9 a lever 16 is attached to facilitate the partial rotation of the base plate 3
so also eye mirror 1 around the hinge 8. The device further comprises an object

mirror 2 mounted on a base plate 5. Base plate 5 is attached to other side of the
enclosure 6 by hinges 7 so as to swivel. Generally to the side edge of the base plate 5
at its centre a hinge 10 is provided. To this hinge 10 a lever 11 is attached to facilitate
the partial rotation of the base plate 3 and so that of object mirror 2 can partially
rotate around the hinge 7. Another end of the lever 11 and lever 16 respectively are
attached to a knob 12 which can be moved along the arrow and fixed at a desired
position inside the slot 13. When the knob 12 is moved to and fro inside the slot 13
the levers 11 and 16 are in turn moved respectively in the hinges 10 and 9. The
movement of hinge 10 and 9 partially rotate the base-plate 5 and 3 so the mirrors 2
and 1 mounted on them respectively so that a desired viewing angle can be adjusted.
Figure-1B shows the side view of the device where opening 4 for the incoming light
and base-plate 3 are shown. Figure-1c shows another side view of the device where
base-plate 5 is shown. As shown in Figure-1D the bottom portion of the enclosure 6
an opening 17 is provided to receive the light by the eyes. When a light ray A from
object (not shown) enter the enclosure 6 through opening 4 it falls on object mirror 2
mounted on base-plate 5 and reflects in the direction of AA and falls on eye mirror 1
mounted on base-plate 3 and further reflects in the direction of AAA and falls on
eyes (not shown) of the observer and thereupon the observer perceives the object in
line with ray AAA.
This has heretofore not been achievable with prior devices and so the
periscopic spectacle for viewing through various angle under disclosure provided in
accordance with the present invention solves a long-felt need in the art for periscope
having light weight and simple construction, and eliminates the need for bending
neck and/or eye sockets to view object or event at desired angle to the line of sight
thereby rendering them very useful for patients who have to lie in supine position,
solders in the field who have to lie in supine position for security reasons, baywatchers lying in supine position desire to see events occurring in horizontal

direction, star gazers in standing or erect posture desire to see things directly above
and for studying written or printed materials in supine position.

The preferred embodiments as shown in Figure-1A, Figure-1B, Figure-1C
and Figure-1D refer to a typical periscopic spectacle for viewing through various
angle and typically through 90 degrees under disclosure provided in accordance with
the present invention, but it will be readily recognized by those with skill in the art of
optics that a periscope based on the principles described herein employing object
reflector and eye reflector placed at an angle to reflect the light through various angle
without distorting the image of the object or event having different enclosures, can be
built and designed on commercial scale.
There have thus been described certain preferred embodiments of periscopic
spectacle for viewing through various angle varying between 60 to 120 degrees under
disclosure provided in accordance with the present invention. While preferred
embodiments have been described and disclosed, it will be recognized by those with
skill in the optics and related art that modifications are within the true spirit and
scope of the invention. The claims are intended to cover all such modifications.

We claim:-

1. A novel Periscopic spectacle for viewing objects located at different angles
between 60 to 120 degrees from the line of sight comprises a device for reflecting
object or view with a perception of a true image and an enclosure means with
coupling for attachment or to be an integral part of any mask, binocular, camera
or any optical devices or external eye wear and means to protect and avoid
unwanted stray light from entering inside the device and comprises mirrors or
reflector, hereinafter referred to as reflector, means object reflectors disposed in
front of window openings means for accepting the light rays from the object or
view under observation and placed at a typical angle means with respect to the
incoming light rays means reflecting the said light on eye reflectors disposed in
front of another window opening means for receiving the said rays of light
reflected from the said object reflectors and the said eye reflectors is placed at a
typical angle means to reflect the said rays of light from the said object reflectors
means coming from the object or event under observation for viewing by the user
and the said window openings means object window opening and eye window
openings generally placed at a desired angle means to facilitate unobstructed
means desired angled path for the said rays of light coming from the object or
event under observation and further the angle, means between the said reflectors
means between the said object reflectors and said eye reflectors, is designed
means to reflect the incoming light ray from the object, means by the combines
action of the said reflectors, for bending them generally through desired angle
and further the said light rays coming from the objects first reflect over the said
object reflector means thereby bending them in the direction towards the said eye
reflector means for further reflecting the said light rays means towards the eyes of

the observer, and further thus means the said light rays coming from the object or
event thus reflects twice means first over the said object reflector and then over
the said eye reflectors thereby composing or creating a true perception of object
image and thereby when the periscopic spectacle is viewed through the eye
reflector window opening, the observer can see object, views or events in the
desired angle to the line of sight of the eye and alternatively means the said eye
reflectors may further consist of a mechanism means adjustable arrangement
means for changing the reflecting or bending angle means other angles, of the
object or view.
2. The said enclosure, as recited in claim 1, means with coupling for attachment or to
be an integral part of any mask, binocular, spectacles or any external eye wear
and means to protect means to avoid unwanted stray light from entering inside
the device and comprising said object window openings and eye window opening
generally placed at any desired angle with respect to each other means to
facilitate unobstructed means desired angled path for the said rays of light
coming from the object or event under observation.
3. The said object reflectors, as recited in claim 1, disposed in front of said the
window openings means for accepting the light rays from the object or event
under observation and placed at a typical angle means with respect to the
incoming light rays means reflecting the said light on the eye reflectors disposed
in front of another window opening means for receiving the said rays of light
reflected from the said object reflectors.
4. The said eye reflectors, as recited in claim 1, are placed at a typical angle means to
reflect the said rays of light from the said object reflectors means coming from
the object or event and directing the said rays of light of object or event under
observation towards the eyes for viewing by the user.
5. The said eye reflectors, as recited in claim 1, claim 4, alternatively may further
consist of a mechanism means adjustable arrangement means for changing the

reflecting or bending angle means of the object or event for various angle of
sight.

6. The angle, means between the said reflectors means between the said object
reflectors and said eye reflectors, as recited in claim 1, claim 2, claim 3, claim 4,
and claim5, is designed means to reflect the incoming light ray from the object,
means by the combines action of the said reflectors, for bending them generally
through certain angle and further the said light rays coming from the objects first
reflect over the said object reflector means thereby bending them in the direction
towards the said eye reflector means for further reflecting the said light rays
means towards the eyes of the user.
7. The said object reflectors and said eye reflectors, as recited in claim 1, claim 2,
claim 3, claim 4, claim 5, and claim 6, reflects means the said light rays coming
from the object or event thus means first over the said object reflector and then
over the said eye reflectors means two consecutive reflections, thereby
composing or creating a true perception of object image in the line of sight of
eyes and thereby when the periscopic spectacle is viewed through the eye
reflector window opening, the user can see true image of events bend at desired
angle to the line of sight of the eye.
8. The periscope for viewing through desired angle as recited in claim 1, claim 2,
claim 3, and claim 4, claim 5, claim 6, and claim 7, and as described and
illustrated in preferred embodiments and ascertain the nature of this invention and
the manner in which it is to be performed and revealed in diagrams of Figure-1A,
Figure-1B, Figure-1C and Figure-1D.

ABSTRACT

A novel spectacle comprises a periscope for viewing object or scenery located not in
the line of sight but at different angle varying between 60 to 120 degrees. The said
spectacle can be attached to devices like binocular, camera or any other optical
devises to capture visuals which are not in the line of sight. The periscope comprises
an object reflector disposed over an opening in front of the object to be viewed and
also another reflector disposed over another opening in front of eyes for viewing. The
said reflectors are generally placed at specific designed angles. The reflectors are
fixed on two back supports which are generally hinged together so that by varying
the angle of the supports in a way that of the reflectors by a mechanism so as to
change the angle between the line of object means the line of sight of the optical path
of the object or scenery and the line of sight of the eyes for a desired viewing angle.
Furthermore the light rays coming from the objects are reflected twice thereby
inverting the incoming image twice so as to create a true perception of object image.
Following invention is described in detail with the help of figure Figure-1A is of the
internal parts and their assembly of the Periscopic spectacle for viewing through a
typically right angle provided in accordance with the present invention. Figure-1B is
a side elevation of the Periscopic spectacle for viewing provided in accordance with
the present invention. Figure-1C is another side view of the Periscopic spectacle for
viewing provided in accordance with the present invention. Figure-1D is a bottom
view of the Periscopic spectacle for viewing provided in accordance with the present
invention.
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